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Princess Diana's niece Lady Kitty Spencer, 30, said 'I do' in front of a hushed congregation in the Villa Aldobrandini in Frascati, a stunning country mansion with views towards Rome.

Princess Diana's niece Lady Kitty Spencer weds billionaire fashion tycoon Michael Lewis in Italy
IN A love match to rival the fairytale setting of a grand Italian villa, Lady Kitty Spencer yesterday married fashion tycoon Michael Lewis in a lavish ceremony in front of their high-society friends ...

AND THE BRIDE (AND ALMOST EVERYONE ELSE) WORE DOLCE AND GABBANA
In this edition #Solar100, Founder and CEO of kWh Analytics Richard Matsui speaks with Nat Bullard, Chief Content Officer at BNEF.

Solar100’s: Nat Bullard, The H.G. Wells Of Clean Energy
Andre Romelle Young, better known as Dr. Dre and a co-founding member of N.W.A., has been ordered to temporarily pay his estranged wife Nicole Young almost $3.5 million a year in spousal support, ...

Pay day: Dr. Dre ordered to drop almost $300,000 a month in spousal support to ex Nicole Young: reports
Experiment opens up field for new physics, say Fermilab, UChicago scientists. The news that muons have a little extra wiggle in their step sent word buzzing around the world this spring. The Muon g-2 ...

Muon g-2 Experiment Results – Profound Implications for the History of the Universe
Snake Eyes tells the origin story of G.I. Joe's most popular hero, but is it an exciting adventure or does it fall flat?

Snake Eyes review: G.I. Joe origin struggles to find its story
Henry Golding’s G.I. Joe origin story has enough flavor to overcome some of the worst fight scenes to ever disgrace a movie screen.

‘Snake Eyes’ Review: Henry Golding’s ‘G.I. Joe’ Origin Story Is Fun Enough to Survive Unforgivably Bad Fight Scenes
I believe investment yields best return only if it is done over a long period i.e., 8-10 years. Hence investors need to have a vision and discipline to become successful investor.

Timing the market may not be everyone’s game but here’s what could help investors
In a presidential radio address on Oct. 4, 1997, then-President Bill Clinton praised Christian men’s ministry Promise Keepers for helping men lead their families responsibly. Not so well-known, ...

Promise Keepers almost convinced Bill Clinton to apologize for slavery, says AR Bernard
And the ’Snake Eyes’ producer tells us if we’ll ever see G.I.Joe and the Transformers team up on the big screen.

Lorenzo di Bonaventura On The Future Of The G.I. Joe And Transformers Movies
NPR's Michel Martin speaks with Dr. Edward Kelley, former director of integrated health services at the WHO, about potential syringe shortages as COVID-19 vaccines are exported around the world.

A Looming Challenge In The Vaccination Campaign: Syringe Shortages
At one time Gloucestershire was in a lower tier while others were in higher ones, such as Tier 4. In January a group of people were warned by police officers after trying to cross into the county from ...

Everyone fined for Covid breaches in Gloucestershire this year
“You should have killed me when you had the chance,” someone growls late in the game during the newest G.I. Joe movie, Snake Eyes . And I had to laugh. Not only because it’s one of the hoariest lines ...

Does Snake Eyes effectively reboot the G.I. Joe franchise? We'll let the dice decide
Through the latest campaign, the laundry brand intends to start a movement that initiates a conversation and engages consumers on a subject that they care about- ‘Are we spending our time on what’s ...

With #TideforTime our objective was to make Tide synonymous with saving time: P&G India’s Sharat Verma
Stephanie Saad Cuthbertson talks about Google Play Protect during the keynote address of the Google I/O conference, Wednesday, May 17, 2017, in Mountain View, Calif. Google provided the latest peek at ...

Chris Koopman: Utah A.G. Sean Reyes’ suit against Google Play makes no sense
Veteran guard Daon Riley scored 20 points to earn MVP honors and help B.I.G. beat Sharp Shooters, 86-56, in the championship game of the Annapolis Summer Basketball League.

Daon Riley’s 22 points power B.I.G. past Sharp Shooters for eighth Annapolis Summer Basketball League title
Yet another scorching summer has brought more unmistakable reminders that climate change is intensifying and altering everyday life. What will it take for leaders to finally act?

Amid summer of fire and floods, a moment of truth for climate action
Gymnastics experts and those who have watched Simone Biles' evolution explain how and why she became so much better than anyone else.
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